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each listing for international shipping options and costs. Air-cooled engines use complex parts
to move air as efficiently as possible. V-Dubstore offers you the best in a VW Bug engine tin.
Since , we've dedicated our stock to fan shroud plugs, cylinder deflector tins and road-draft
boots. Don't leave any parts out because we also stock air-cooled VW engine tin kit packages to
match every need. Pick your VW Bus engine tin with style because you have the option of
chrome or black as the available colors. Every enthusiast has his or her own vision of what the
vehicle should look like. The engine is a popular area to spruce up for shows and personal
satisfaction. It makes sense to invest in a VW Type 1 engine tin kit that might include ignition
coil covers, fan hardware or a specialized dipstick. V-Dubstore takes every detail into
consideration with every VW Beetle engine tin order. Shop Our Categories. View Cart. Search
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category:. Talk to us! Perfect for replacing stock tabs broken off heater boxes or custom
fabricating your own, when heater boxes have been eliminated. They should be installed for
best engine cooling. Fits under cylinder heads to deflect heat. Will fit models but do not have
the original hose holes. For all cc VW engines with heater boxes. For all cc VW engines.
Channels the hot air from the fan shroud to under the car and out back. Also protects push rod
tubes from debris. Installed between push rod tubes and cylinders air is forced directly to the
cylinder enabling best running temperature. For most cccc engines. The bottom piece is sold
separately. Highly recommended to cool your engine temp. Note that there are three pieces
required. Directs air in between the cylinder cooling fins. Installed above the pushrod tubes and
must be installed before the push rod tubes. Sold each. Sold Each. Fits original small style
pulley tin. Does not have intake manifold heat riser cutouts. With original intake manifold with
heat riser pipes openings must be cut in this tin. This doghouse-style fan shroud replaced the
upright version for cars after This newer design was more effective in treating bigger cc
engines. The fan pulls in air while the shroud creates a channeling effect to disperse it towards
the Oil Cooler. Heater Box Engine Tin Fans. Hardware Hose Grommets Pulley Tin. General
Instructions. In Cart! View Cart. Part : K. Heater Box for fuel injected cars. Right passenger side
Made in Denmark. Part : G. Heater Box, Left. Part : HD. Heater Box, Right. Part : Part : KIT. Part :
D. Cylinder Head Tins, Pair Dualport Shrouds , Black Installed between push rod tubes and
cylinders air is forced directly to the cylinder enabling best running temperature. For cc
engines. Part : B. Part : A. Seals included. Attaches to the rear of your doghouse shroud. Single
port shroud, pair, chrome These are carefully stamped to fit, without common gaps, at the end
of the fan shroud. Fresh Air Hose Seals. At Base. Chrome Pulley Tin Fits behind the lower crank
pulley. Protects belt from engine heat. Engine Tin Screw With Washer 6mm x 10mm, each. Part :
N In Volume 2, we demonstrate how to pull the motor. We start with showing where and how to
lift the car and secure it on stands. Then we show in detail how to remove each necessary
screw and nut to separate the motor from the car. With the motor out and on the floor, we show
ways to remove the flywheel and main seal. Next we show how to examine and replace the
clutch disc, pressure plate, and flywheel and how to identify all the possible types to be sure
you do the job right. We also show you what necessary changes need to me made in regards to
the starter and flywheel when converting your car from 6 volt to 12 volt. Then we show you how
to identify and replace the clutch release bearing and the arm that controls it. We now replace
the rear transmission mounts that can cause clutch and shifting problems. Then you will learn
how to replace the clutch cable from start to finish. The video winds up with putting the motor
back in the car while showing you each step clearly and in order. Part : Volume 2. Volume 3:
Engine Rebuild It's here. It's ready. Volume 3 is a complete engine rebuild video on a dual port, ,
and 40 hp motors and all the important differences. This 2 hr. IF you've been hesitant to tackle
something this big this video gives you not only all the information but the confidence and

support you need to do the job right. Rick and his two sons will walk you through the whole
process in an orderly way starting from the motor just as it comes out of the car to a completed
running motor ready to be installed. You'll feel as though you're next to Rick and he's you're
personal friend, sharing trade secrets that he's picked up in over 35 years of experience
exclusively on air cooled VW motors. Wondering what tools you'll need? He'll tell you
Wondering about the picture quality? It's excellent due to being shot, edited, and mastered with
cutting edge digital technology giving it outstanding clarity. Wondering if it's easy to follow?
Rick moves at an easy pace, explaining each step along the way. Wondering if you'll get your
money's worth? This video is complete and consistent with Rick's thoroughness in the first 2
volumes of his video series. Part : Volume 3. Printer friendly. Important Information. Air cooled
engines, lacking a radiator, run hotter than water cooled engines. These air cooling tins help
your engine to run cooler and more efficiently than without the air cooling tins. Continue
Shopping. Classic Volkswagen Beetle parts for the following years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , and Important Links Shipping Warranty. Hi, I'm Sam with JBugs. When we first obtained
our Super Beetle, the engine was locked up, or more correctly, would only spin over partially.
We suspect that a nut or bolt has dropped down into the cylinder, but we won't know for sure
until it's disassembled. After the engine is pulled, the oil is drained. The engine is de-greased,
cleaned, and is now mounted to our engine stand. Our engine is a nearly all original cc dual port
doghouse unit, with all the original sheet metal in place. We start with the removal of the rear
engine tin which was pulled to drop the engine from the car, but reinstalled for cleaning and
storage. The left and right pre-heat tins are unbolted from the cylinder shrouds, and the rear
engine tin is unbolted from the left and right cylinder shrouds and removed. The front engine tin
is unbolted from the left and right cylinder shroud and behind the fan shroud, and set aside.
Next, the exhaust is removed by disconnecting the intake manifold heat riser pipe, from the rear
exhaust ports at the number two and number four cylinders. The muffler-to-head-nuts are
un-threaded from the same exhaust ports. The muffler to heater box clamps are removed from
both heater boxes. Our clamp hardware is excessively rusted and ended up snapping while
being loosened. A pair of pliers was used to twist the clamps off. With the rusted clamps
removed, we can pull the muffler off the engine and heater boxes, and throw it away. Now the
heater boxes can be removed by un-threading the nuts at the number one and number three
exhaust ports. The heater boxes are unscrewed from the left and right heater channel tins. The
right side heater channel tin is a two piece unit to allow access to the thermostat. That square
portion is unscrewed from the engine case and set aside before removing the right side heater
box. The generator pulley nut is removed along with the front pulley half, so the generator belt
can be removed. The pulley half and nut are reinstalled so they don't get lost. Now, the crank
pulley bolt is un-threaded which is easy to do seeing as how our engine won't turn over. A
flywheel lock can be used to keep the engine from turning over. A crank pulley puller is slid in
place, onto the pulley, and threaded down to the crank shaft to pull the crank pulley off. The
breast plate pulley tin and left and right lower cylinder tin are removed next, by un-threading the
screws at the engine case, on the left and right cylinder shrouds. The fuel hose is removed from
the carburetor, and the fuel pump, along with the inlet hose and line to the fuel pump. The spark
plug wires are removed from the distributor and coil. The coil and bracket are removed from the
fan shroud, along with the reverse light fuse holder bracket. Next, the distributor clamp bracket
nut is un-threaded from the engine so the distributor can be pulled. We can't in our engines
case but ideally whenever you're removing a distributor from an engine, spin the engine to top
dead center on number one cylinder then remove the clamp and distributor together. This keeps
your timing correct when you're ready to install the distributor, and helps set initial timing when
installing a new distributor. The carburetor is removed from the intake manifold, and the
generator strap is loosened from the stand. The left and right intake manifold nuts are
un-threaded from each head. The intake manifold center section nut is loosened at the center of
the case. The intake manifold boot clamps are loosened, so the left and right intake manifolds
can be removed from the heads. Next, the four bolts on the generator backing plate are
un-threaded from the fan shroud, and the four nuts from the generator stand are un-threaded.
The left and right fan shroud, to the cylinder shroud bolts are removed from either side of the
fan shroud. Underneath the engine, the thermostat bracket is unbolted from the bottom side of
the engine case. The thermostat is unbolted from the bracket. The bracket is removed. The
thermostat is un-threaded from the push rod. On the back side of the fan shroud, the bolt for the
oil cooler duct is removed, along with the bolt from the fan shroud to the oil cooler bolt, and the
top oil cooler duct is removed. The exit ducting tin bolt can be un-threaded and the duct can be
removed. The fan shroud can be lifted up a bit so the generator backing plate and fan can be
removed, followed by the generator stand and the intake manifold center section. The two nuts
for the fuel pump are un-threaded so the fuel pump can be removed, along with the fuel pump

drive rod and the fuel pump flange. Our flange took a bit or persuasion with some light taps
from a hammer and when the flange did come free, it was in two pieces. The piece still inside
the engine will be tapped out with a screwdriver, broken up inside the case, and poured out by
flipping the engine over. VW made the flange out of plastic so that if it did break, the smaller
pieces inside the engine will be relatively harmless. On the back side of the fan shroud, the
thermostat return spring is unhooked from the linkage tab crossbar, and the crossbar is
unclipped from the left and right fan shroud flaps. The fan shroud can be lifted up from the
engine, being cautious of the thermostat rod running down, through the right cylinder head. The
linkage cross bar and spring are reinstalled for safe keeping. On the bottom side of the engine,
the heater channel tins are unscrewed from the engine case, and from the left and right cylinder
shrouds. Our right side screws were stubborn and one would not be removed. It came off with
the cylinder tin after the tin was unscrewed from the head. The left side channel is unscrewed
and removed. The oil cooler is next, which was more difficult than normal as the studs backed
out of the oil cooler adapter. The engine tear-down to a long block is complete, but as we have
spun this engine around a number of times on the stand, we hear something loose in the
engine. We spin it over again and remove the sump plate to find a small piece of alumin
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um sitting in the oil pick up. This is a prelude to what we will find in out next video, where we
will pull the heads and see what really happened to our engine. Until then, head over to JBugs.
All rights reserved. All images protected by US and International copyright laws. No part of this
website may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means. All Prices
subject to change without notice or obligation. Not responsible for typographical or photo
errors. Sign In. Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs Account. Video Overview: In
preparation for disassembling our engine to determine why it won't turn over completely our
tech shows you how to remove the exhaust, engine tin and other accessories. Follow along and
learn how to disassemble all the engine accessories down to the long block. Important Note! If
the flange has broken during regular maintenance, drain the oil after breaking up the remaining
pieces inside the engine case. Products in this Video:.

